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“We are all big fans of Alice Cooper and
were delighted to get involved. My
favourite track from the album is 'Be My
Lover' so I was really happy that we were
able to cover this one. It's always a bit of
a challenge learning other people's songs
as you have to get used to their style of
playing, but this is all part of what makes
playing music so fun. I hope whoever
listens to this version of the song feels we
did it justice. We are personally very
happy with how it turned out.” Elliot Cole,
The Grand Mal - April 2021

50 YEARS LATER
ALICE COOPER
KILLER

Featuring Track: 2.) Be My Lover
Band Members:
Dave ‘O’ - Vocals/Tambourine
Ryan Cole - Guitars
Lee Creesey - Guitars
Rob Glen - Bass
Elliot Cole - Drums
Recorded and Mixerd by Jimmy
Hetherington
Recorded at Shonk Studios, Oxford
Mastered by Tony Reed
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50 YEARS LATER

Pale Wizard Records Presents
50 Years Later: Alice Cooper - Killer
27th November 2021
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Introduction
Name: Liam Barlow (Owner and Founder of Unearthed Music).
What got you into Rock/Metal?
My dad, he used to sit and spin his Metallica Vinyls when I was very
young, progressed from there.
What was your first job in this industry?
Unearthed was my first actual industry job, but I still don’t look at it as
work.
Is this something you’ve always wanted to do?
I did journalism at University, used to do a lot of interviews and
features on the music industry, then being in and out of bands, so I
guess I always knew I’d be involved at some level with music.
Do you see yourself doing this in 10 years time?
If everything goes to plan yeah, think Wayne Enterprises only
Unearthed…

Unearthed Music

What is Unearthed Music?
A way to support artists and not screw them over like other
management companies, won’t name anyone.
How do Unearthed Music support artists?
We’re there every day, in group chats, on the phone, pushing our bands,
getting the best out of them! We have a solid contract database yes,
but it’s all about the graft and the honesty, and that’s what I’ve built
this whole thing on.
What inspired you to create Unearthed Music?
I’ve had my fair share of crappy promoters and managers, so I wanted
to make sure people don’t experience the same thing.

Derby Alt Fest
CLICK HERE TO BUY TICKETS
When is Derby Alt Fest taking place this year?
Derby Alt Fest is taking place in, well Derby… haha - The Hairy Dog on Thursday 14th October to Sunday 17th 2021
How did Derby Alt Fest begin?
It was meant to be my old bands EP release show, and it just ended up being an all dayer and has developed from
there, that was 2016.

50 YEARS LATER

How did COVID-19 impact the festival & Unearthed Music?
COVID of course has affected everything we’ve been doing and trying to achieve, however, during the first lockdown
I really managed to put some serious hours into what I wanted and how I wanted it to run. We’re just ready for the
return of live music now, trust us our bands are gonna blow you all away!
What is the process of putting together an event like this?
Patience… First and foremost haha, and then an idea of what you want it to look like, what genre split you want,
how you’re going to attract the audience etc, it’s a long process but I’m lucky to work with such great people in the
industry that help it all fall together, and the bands of course.
Will Derby Alt Fest be expanding any time soon & do you have plans for it to get to the size of other festivals
like Download & Bloodstock?
You have to understand and appreciate the amount of work that goes into major festivals, like yes I’d love to
become a major event one day, but it doesn’t happen overnight, see how the next few years go I guess, we are
looking at the possibility of field style event soon though.
What would you say is the most difficult part of running/setting up this event?
On the day running, anything can go wrong, from a band getting stuck in traffic to a technical fault which just
messes up the whole days set times. To be honest, I love it though, everything about it, I god damn miss it!

How many artists do you currently work with?
As a group, I think it’s about 25 but on the rise.

The state of the industry and its recovery.
It has been hit hard there’s no denying that BUT I honestly believe that the return of live shows is going to bring
with it a massive boost of attendees and interest. Everything has been put into perspective and the things we took
for granted, such as going to the pub on a Friday night and watching a local band, were taken away, so I’m hoping
the music industry, especially the underground scene, really does thrive after this.

Who are the key members of Unearthed Music & What are their
roles?
We all play a key role, I don’t put myself above any of the others, we all
run it together, shout out to Harry, Harvey, Kris, Matt, my reviewer Josh
and events manager at our hometown venue Gav.

Do you have any teasers for the readers of any upcoming announcements or releases?
Every single band I work with has stuff coming up, we’ve all been working so hard through lockdown to make sure
they all hit the ground running when normality resumes. So yeah keep an eye on our socials and all their socials for
everything. We’ve got some serious shows coming up too, a few of them have been announced, a lot of them
haven’t yet…

What was the moment when you realised that Unearthed was going
to be a success?
I don’t measure on success, we’re doing this to ensure the underground
bands, the next era of talent in this country get to where they need to
be!

A huge thank you to Liam Barlow over at Unearthed Music for giving us an insight into how things are
currently going in the industry and the ins and outs of running a business like his. Below we’ve got an
interview with DayBreaker who work with Unearthed Music.
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INTERVIEW

The formation of Daybreaker: We formed back

Dan Donavan - Vocals
Mark Millard - Guitars & Backing Vocals in 2015 as a 5 piece after Mark’s previous
project ended, Mark and our old guitarist Ben
Lynden Garrad - Bass
Tom Davenport - Drums
wanted to go in a new direction and added our
original frontman Sam along with Lynden and
Tom. Ben left the band in early 2019, we then
streamlined it down to a four-piece. Sam left
due to life commitments in 2019, then Dan
joined the ranks in 2020 just before the
pandemic hit.
How did you come up with the name
‘Daybreaker’?: The name was suggested by
Mark and it just clicked when we all heard it.
There’s no deep meaning for it to us
personally, but we like to think whenever we
get up on the stage we’re unified in making
those moments count. To break that day if you
will.

How did you get into music?: For me personally (Mark), I’ve always had music in my family and after experiencing Hybrid Theory from 2000
we had a keen interest in all genres of heavy music. I’ve always found writing music to have its own sense of reward and even if, some days I
can’t come up with a new idea, I’ll always come back to it the next day, I’ve always had that drive to make it something I’m happy with.
(Dan) My early influences were Terror, Pantera, Sick Of It All, Machine Head etc. But these days I draw a lot of influence from bands like
MaleViolence, Knocked Loose, Crystal Lake. (Tom) Pantera and Korn. The bands that inspired me to write music more and influence me
today, are Knocked Loose, Wage War and Thy Art Is Murder. (Lynden) I was raised listening to rock, but then found my own way through the
Nu-Metal scene thanks to bands like Linkin Park and Limp Bizkit. My tastes then changed over time and found its way to heavier and darker
stuff. Bands who currently inspired me to write music are InFlames, Soilwork and Parkway Drive.
How would you describe your music to a new listener?: We’ve been through an odd process of forging our sound after starting out with a
high southern metal sound and moving more towards a more modern metal focus. I would say we’d be referred to as the modern-sounding
love child of Down and The Haunted.
What is your brand new EP ‘Sanctuary’ all about?: Sanctuary has a few sides to it overall. First of all, it’s a 7-track journey through
destruction, redemption and standing up for something. Edgy right? However, for the bulk of us, this release resembles a lot of ideas and reworkings of songs we’ve had over the past three years and forged into what we believe is their best form. We also wanted to add a link to
Burnley’s legendary venue, Sanctuary Rock Bar, as these songs was all debuted there and became such an amazing part of our bands history
with the ‘Metal 2 The Masses’ competition. Overall, the tracks link to a journey through struggle and rebirth. A blend of taking back the day
and identifying the aspects of our lives that try and break us down.
What is your songwriting process?: We rehearse weekly instrumental and have Dan with us every couple of weeks when we can due to work
commitments. We’ve all started to contribute ideas more over the past year and the new material that we’re currently writing is new
territory for us which is definitely an exciting process. Overall though, we keep writing organic in a practice room and will then take it from
there to get a demo recorded in whatever format we can.
How would you compare your new EP to previous releases?: In comparison to our initial release, Sanctuary is definitely more of a refined
machine. There are still some southern metal vibes within there as we wanted to keep these in from the previous members, Ben Corner and
Sam Higgins, who brought them to the table. But you can definitely feel the new regime with full force, we’re really happy with this and it
feels good to finally get this release out there.
Will you be touring this year? Any plans?: We’ve managed to get some amazing weekend shows booked for this year with our management
Unearthed Music, including slots at Coalville Metal Invasion in June as well as July in Manchester City Centre for Summerslammer 2021.
We’re stoked to finally be able to, with a lot of our underground pals from the Northwest Scene.
What was the last concert you performed at? And what do you miss most about performing live?: Our last show was at Blackpool’s Bootleg
Social for their live stream series finale. Bootleg has always been the one of the most prominent venues in Blackpool for us and always
delivers in giving us the electric sense you get from a show. I think we can all agree we miss the adrenaline we get from live shows but I’m
sure for Lynden he misses the opportunity to run into the crowd whilst playing and bringing the show to the audience. For me, it’s the sound
of my pinch harmonics hitting the atmosphere and causing a riff in time and space. Y’know, that’s the dream, right?
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Click here to stream the full EP

“A Neck Breaking EP Worth Listening To!”

9/10
SANCTUARY EP
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BURN IN THE FLOOD
OUT NOW ON ALL MAJOR
STREAMING PLATFORMS

“We are beyond proud to announce our third full-length album, ‘Burn In
The Flood’.
Whilst there is an overarching theme of being caught or trapped within
your own emotions, on this record - rather than delving into a deep
constructive narrative - we wanted to focus on letting each song have its
own time in the spotlight, and have each tell its own story. Every time
we start writing, we push ourselves harder than ever before, and all
truly believe this is our strongest collection of songs to date.
The last year has been tough for everyone, but through all the hardships
thrown at us, especially as touring musicians, we dug deep and ended up
finding some of the rawest, most open & honest material we’ve ever
written. This album was made entirely for our fans. They are a huge
inspiration to us and this record has been brought to life by our literal
blood, sweat and tears during a time where we honestly didn’t know if
the world would even allow us to carry on doing what we love so dearly!

British Melodic Metal Act, Our Hollow, Our Home, dropped their brand new album ‘Burn In The Flood’ on Friday 28th May 2021.
From the minute you press play on the new album you are thrown straight into the incredible sounds of Our Hollow, Our Home and
immediately start an adventure of self-discovery, learning all about the struggles with depression & anxiety. The band spoke about
‘Burn In The Flood’ is all about:
When talking about the track ‘Remember Me’ which features Crystal Lake vocalist, Ryo Kinoshita, Connor Hallisey (OHOH Vocalist)
said “Depression, anxiety and the suicidal thoughts are things that many of us genuinely struggle to discuss even at the best of
times, and this song touches upon the divide of feelings you can experience when pushed into the darkest of places” - Connor
Hallisey

It’s a project which documents our personal growth and the genuine
struggles faced in our daily lives, and we wear our hearts on our sleeves
from beginning to end.”
- Our Hollow, Our Home

Our Hollow, Our Home are a band that many listeners can lean on for support when they’re battling through some of the darkest
times of their lives. These guys speak about experiences that not many people like to talk about in private, let alone on a public
platform. Music helps millions of people around the world get through difficult times, and Our Hollow, Our Home is taking that one
step forward by directly speaking to those that need it most through the power of their music.
Overall, Our Hollow, Our Home, are a band that we should all pay attention to, and Burn In The Flood is already set to be one of
the most explosive albums of 2021. We could not be more proud of this band with what they’ve accomplished since their
formation in 2013, they’re on course to becoming bigger than ever before. So if you haven’t already checked out Burn In The
Flood, you should do so, right now, you’re missing out! - Click here to stream/order the new album.
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Meet The Band
Connor Hallisey - Vocals (Front Left)
Tobias Young - Guitars/Vocals (Far Left, Back)
Nick Talidaros - Drums (Centre, Back)
Josh White - Guitars (Far right, Back)
Bobby Brooks - Bass Guitar (Front Right)
12

MEET THE BAND

O U R H O L L O W, O U R
HOME
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THE INTERVIEW

When and how did Our Hollow, Our Home form?: So, OHOH formed in late 2012/early 2013, and at the time we were just five guys all
from varying backgrounds and situations along the south coast of the U.K. We had all been in a fair few smaller and some more
established bands before, but ultimately we all just shared a similar passion and had a unanimous goal to write/create heavy music. Most
importantly, we wanted to write the music that we wanted to hear ourselves. The lineup has seen a couple of changes since then, but our
goal has remained unchanged and is for sure something we are always striving to achieve.

What is the story behind ‘Remember Me’?: The story behind Remember Me is loosely that it has been written from the perspective of
somebody reading back their own ***cide note. Unfortunately, most people have been through a time in their life where they felt like
there was no way out and no light at the end of the tunnel. The concept behind this song was roughly based on the idea of hearing your
own eulogy after you’d taken your own life, and realising that there is always another way out and a hand reaching out to you when
you’re in even the darkest of places.

What is the meaning behind your bands' name?: The original concept behind the band’s name was to define the situation we found
ourselves in at the time. We had all been in various, smaller local bands, not playing shows all that far from home and felt as though we
were all stuck in a rut regards to our progression in music. Rather than throwing in the towel, we decided to re-brand and take a more
focused approach, adopt a more defined sound, but overall, we sought to make a ‘home’ out of the ‘hollow’ we had fallen into.

Why is mental health so important to you?: As a topic of discussion I think it’s something that needs to be addressed more, it really
shouldn’t be as taboo a subject as it is. I mean ultimately, the vast majority of us will struggle with our mental health at some point in
our lives, and we feel like using our platform to speak up about matters that we have either struggled with personally or know our
supporters have had difficulty dealing with, is of the utmost importance.

Who inspired you to create your own music?: At the core of our inspirations would be bands like Fightstar, Funeral for a friend, Underoath, Killswitch Engage & Thrice. We are massively influenced by the early 2000’s Post-Hardcore scene and the 2010 era of Melodic
Metalcore!

Will you be touring this year?: We will be touring in September and November this year if lockdown restrictions within the U.K and
Europe allow us to do so. For both tours we will be joined by our friends THECITYISOURS, ChuggaBoom and For I Am King (Click here for
tickets)
We haven’t played a show since November 2019 so we are extremely eager to get back to what we love doing and being on stage again!

What is Burn In The Flood [album] all about?: The album covers a lot of topics, but lyrically they can all be somewhat grouped together
with an overarching them of ‘burning’ and feeling over-encumbered in your own emotions, e.g ‘the flood’
What is your songwriting process?: Tobias will usually come up with a riff or a section that we will then build a track around, and we’ll
work on the vocals for the song as a whole together, going back and forth until we are 100% happy with them. To be fair, we don’t really
have a fixed writing process, we tend to mix it up wherever possible and from project to project!
How do you manage to work with two vocalists when creating music?: We very rarely have clashed, but if we do then I’d say it’s
usually resolved after a creative discussion and a little tinkering haha! We always try and meet each other in the middle when it comes
down to writing lyrics, as we’ve always appreciated having two different perspectives delving into one subject matter rather than it just
being a one-sided story.
How would you compare ‘Burn In The Flood’ album to your previous album ‘In Moment // In Memory’: We’ve basically taken
everything that we liked about both our previous albums whilst mixing in some new elements to create this record. It’s definitely our
most accomplished body of work to date and we cannot wait for the rest of the world to hear it!
Did you expect to have such a huge reaction to this release?: Genuinely, it’s been beyond humbling and has fully blown us away! I
don’t think anything could have prepared us for the positive reception all of the singles have received so far, we very much see ourselves
as a small upcoming U.K band so it really is a dream come true to get such positive reactions across the board to our new material!
What was it like working with Ryo Kinoshita of Crystal Lake?: We’ve actually toured with Crystal Lake before on 2019’s Impericon Never
Say Die Tour, as well as in Sweden with Adept and at our hometown annual festival ‘Holloween’ in 2017! It was an absolute pleasure to
have our friend Ryo hop on the track, he made the whole experience super easy for us considering there was a global pandemic going on
at the time and we were on two different sides of the planet, and we knew once we had the section written he would be a perfect fit!
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O U R H O L L O W, O U R
HOME

Where was the last concert that you performed at?: The last show we played was in Paris as the last date of the Impericon Never Say
Die Tour. There were a lot of mixed emotions that night as it was the last date of a three-week tour and we were having to say goodbye
to all of these amazing new friends we had made over the previous month. We miss all of the bands from the tour so much still, it was an
absolute blast!
What is the biggest thing you miss about performing live?: Just interacting with our fans face to face and getting to talk with them
after the shows at merch. We really do appreciate any and all of our supporters, and losing that platform to interact with them really hit
us way harder than we realised it would. We cannot wait to be back out there and hang with our #TeamOHOH Family!
Could you see yourselves performing at Download UK anytime soon?: We would be SO honoured to perform at Download! It’s a festival
we always get asked about playing by our fans. Unfortunately, we haven’t been asked yet …. But fingers crossed!
Funniest memory from live performances?: I feel like too much madness has happened to us on stage throughout our band’s career to
pick, but one that definitely sticks out was the first time we played in Budapest. We played on this massive converted ship called the A38,
and we played outside on the upper deck. Above the stage was this weird canopy thing, and I kid you not there were literally HUNDREDS
of spiders above us. After we realised this, we then spent the rest of the show terrified that all of the sounds would anger the spiders and
bring them closer to us, and although it wasn’t all that funny at the time, it’s actually hilarious to look back on that night and how
genuinely scared we were the whole show haha!
We at Rock Lifestyle UK would like to thank Our Hollow, Our Home for giving us this awesome opportunity to interview them about
their new album ‘Burn In The Flood’ and about their time as a band. We look forward to watching this band explode across the
music scene in the very near future!

THE INTERVIEW
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ROCK LIFESTYLE INTRODUCING
We are proud to introduce to you the stunning progressive
metalcore band, Away With Seas who hail from the South-East of
the U.K.
On 11th June 2020, Away With The Seas released their debut EP
‘The Odyssey’ which is all about battling and overcoming
depression, anxiety, loneliness, obsessive thoughts, heartache,
abandonment, physical & emotional abuse.
The key message that the band give out with this EP is that
“There is always hope in struggle, and a light in all of us”
meaning that you should never give up and always keep fighting
no matter how difficult things may seem at the time.

THE ODYSSEY
All of the members of Away With The Seas spoke about creating The Odyssey, starting with drummer Ryan Schippers (21 Years
Old) and has been a part of the band since 2016.
“I currently play Mapex drums, Sabian cymbals and Pro-Mark sticks! The bands that got me into metal are Slipknot, Limp Bizkit
and The Devil Wears Prada. Creating The Odyssey was certainly a memorable experience, we faced the whole EP creation
process as ”We’ll learn as we go”, I have no regrets doing it this way as I don’t think we could have learnt as much if we are
more tentative. The Odyssey is much more emotional for me due to this, the struggles and confusion we faced in producing this
record definitely helped strengthen us for the future. There’s A Light In All Of Us” - Ryan Schippers (Drummer).

Hailing from the City of Dreaming Spires (Oxford UK), Hard Rock/Metal act,
Broken Empire, emerged onto the UK music scene back in 2017 delivering a
uniquely energetic and thought-provoking style of music, crossing multiple genre
boundaries and appealing to almost every generation of fans of the rock genre.
Inspired by the likes of Alter Bridge, Five Finger Death Punch and Metallica; the
band make it clear at their live shows that they mean business - busting out showstealing performances with riffs that punch harder than a heavyweight boxer,
combined with powerful and emotive vocal lines. With well over 50 energetic and
sweat-filled gigs later and the best part of 300,000 Spotify streams; Broken
Empire has had headline slots, played some of the best local festivals around and
supported some of the top new generations of rock bands such as: Ryders Creed,
From Inside, Stormbringer and The Fallen State.

To date, the band has released four EP’s and one cover single. Their self-titled debut EP released in the Spring of 2018 was soon in
rotation on several online radio stations and Spotify playlists; with feedback from fans and promoters being of nothing but praise for the 3
“Hard Hitting, Powerful” tracks. Next up the band released their follow up EP titled ‘Fractures’ in April 2019. The EP has amassed over
60,000 Spotify plays since its release and gained great reviews from multiple media outlets. Wasting no time at all, the band released
their third EP, ‘Parasite’ in November 2019. The EP proved a big hit among fans and critics alike. This was followed up with the band’s first
attempt at giving a well-known song their own spin, which was released in the form of the band’s reinvention of the hit Bruno Mars track,
‘Locked out of Heaven’. Which by the way, is a track you should check out, it’s a bop.
As the COVID-19 pandemic breached countries
around the world in early 2020, it meant gigs
were off and the whole music scene had to
evolve. Not a band to roll over and give in,
Broken Empire instead set to work on their
fourth EP - ‘Noumenal World’. Recording all
of their parts individually from home,
combined with the internet (and Google
Drive!), the band went on to write and record
3 tracks built on some of the bands more
emotive riffs and lyrics - bringing empathy
and encouragement to their fans.

Bassist Zack Robertson (20 Years Old) who is the bassist followed; “I began my music career playing Punk Rock as a teenager
and have since progressed to playing metal. “The Odyssey”, tells a story while focusing on struggles with mental health, a
subject we are all passionate about. It’s our mission to provide support to those who struggle, and to make our platform a safe
space, our music a form of therapy or distraction when you need it most. I only hope our music has the effect on our listeners
that it had on me, because this band, these songs, and the three lads I share a stage with picked me up from the darkest of
places, and let the lanterns fly. - Zack Robertson (Bassist)
“I’m Ollie Whitecross (Vocalist, 22 Years Old)) from Away With The Seas, I grew up in a city called Portsmouth in the South of
the UK. I currently work full time in the NHS, however, when I’m not working I’m either playing music, spending time on band
stuff, listening to podcasts, watching sport and hanging with friends and family. ‘The Odyssey’ means a lot to me, it’s the firstever piece of music that I have performed vocals on. What means the most to me about the EP is how we made a conscious
effort to make sure our lyrical content for the EP would touch on mental health struggles, such as dealing with anxiety, depression, OCD, loneliness and much more. I truly learnt a lot about myself. I have learnt how to improve my approach towards
recording and writing lyrics, I never want to stop learning and I wanna become the best vocalist I can be. Onwards and upwards
- Ollie Whitecross (Vocalist).
Guitarist Adam finishes off by saying: “I started this project in 2015 and over the years I’ve plunged a lot of my free time into
writing and The Odyssey became the first set of songs I was super hyped about! We went through a member crisis for the early
years, and in that time these songs evolved into what you hear today. I think the title of the EP is representative of the journey
it took for this project and these songs to see the light of day. It also represents my personal struggles through depression and
mental health, and I wrote the whole concept to be something people could look to for comfort and inspiration, to let people
know you are not alone and you have the strength to get through whatever you are dealing with. We are really looking forward
to the future, especially as we approach producing our debut album. Exciting times ahead! - Adam (Guitarist)

THE REVIEW

The Odyssey is an incredible debut EP, you’d think that these guys have been at it for as long as
bands such as Slipknot. They hit hard, they hit heavy, they hit you in the feels & they tell a
story. A truly inspirational band, these guys definitetly have a future in music.
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With so much already happening in the bands
fledgling history, including four EP’s under
their belts, the band now turns to a key and
an exciting part of any bands journey - their debut album.
Broken Empire is currently working on their, what will be, iconic debut album. This is a band that we have supported ever since the
release of their ‘Fractures’ EP in 2019 and their exclusive interview with us both in 2019 and 2020, we will of course continue to do so. In
fact, this band has been around since the formation of Rock Lifestyle UK and was one of the first 3 bands that we had the chance to
interview and we cannot thank them enough for their support.
In all honesty, this band always brings something new to the table with each release, and we have absolutely no doubts whatsoever that
it’s going to be any different with their debut album release. This album will be a major staple point in Broken Empire’s career, and we
are super excited to see what they’ve got coming very soon.
Make sure to check out our exclusive interview(s) with Broken Empire, you can do so by clicking either of the links below:
Broken Empire 2020 Interview - https://youtu.be/kVE8b2TeO-M
Broken Empire 2019 Interview - https://youtu.be/B5N6IrRd-3I

BROKEN EMPIRE
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After a successful change of musical styles with ‘Marionette’ and ‘Join Us’, Alternative Metal Act, Shadow
Smile return with their most anthemic creation yet with their latest single ‘NAMELESS’ which was released on
21st May 2021.
Shadow Smile smashed their way into the music scene in 2019 with their first single ‘Digital God’ which saw
the band gain rapid support within a matter of weeks of its release. Support for the band began to spread like
wildfire, and it continued to do so with their next single ‘Left Hand Path’ which was released in the same
year. By releasing these 2 singles, Shadow Smile had already gained over 3000 supporters on Facebook alone.
With this support, the band went onto release their first EP ‘The Unholy Trinity’ which featured a new track
‘Beautiful Disaster’, showcasing the band's ability to create music on the slower side whilst still keeping that
unique Shadow Smile sound.
We didn’t hear much from Shadow Smile in terms of music releases in 2020, however, in early 2021 the band
dropped a single titled ‘Marionette’ which gained airplay on Kerrang! Radio and reviews from Christian
Carlisle of BBC Music Introducing. Did you think we were done? The band didn’t stop there, they went on to
drop an absolute banger of a single with ‘Join Us’ which also received airplay on Kerrang! And again with their
latest single ‘Nameless’. Shadow Smile is a band that just keeps on giving and we have a very strong feeling
that 2021 could be the band's breakthrough year.
The band's latest single ‘Nameless’ is an absolute belter, much like the others. However, although it is a
belter like the band's previous releases, this one showcases how far this band has come in terms of creating
their original music. They’re always trying new things, combining all of their influences into one gigantic
musical monster and it just keeps getting better and better. As of right now, Nameless is my favourite track
that the band has released to date and is played regularly at full blast just so the neighbours can also share
the love.
According to the band, Nameless was inspired by the documentary ‘Crime Scene: The Vanishing at the Cecil
Hotel’ and discusses the divide between extreme wealth and extreme poverty. This is exactly what I find
fascinating about Shadow Smile. They can take inspiration from pretty much anything and turn it into a song
that they know people will love, and for a band that only formed in 2019, this is pretty damn impressive.
Overall, Shadow Smile has come a long way since its formation and we could not be prouder to be a part of
their journey. The latest single ‘Nameless’ is a track that we can guarantee you’ll enjoy, and we can also
guarantee that even if it’s not your cup of tea, you’ll have those catchy lyrics stuck in your head for days on
end, trust us, you’ll be back for more.

10/10
Visit: www.ShadowSmile.world

Shadow Smile’s vocalist Connor McGovern spoke about how he came about writing the
lyrics for the ‘Nameless’ single.

“When I watched the documentary, one of the things that truly
amsed be was the way in which people discussed the homeless residents of Los Angeles.
I found it so tragic how they are considered a huge inconvenience,
almost treated like vermin by local people and businesses, or so it
seems from the documentary. I’ve been to LA a couple of times
and the contrast between the glitz and glamour of Hollywood and
the homelessness on Skid Row is absoloutely mind blowing to see in
person”
On 31st May 2021, Shadow Smile introduced us all
to their new band member, Adam Smith, who will
be joining the band as there second guitarist,
becoming the fifth member of Shadow Smile.
Before joining the band, Adam was previously
apart of now defunct metal act, Chasing Dragons.
Shadow Smile discovered Adam because he
covered the bands single ‘Marionette’ which led
to them forming a friendship, and later inviting
him to join the band.
We are super excited to see what Adam brings to
the table, we are sure it’s going to blow us all
away!
(Watch Adams cover by clicking here)
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ARTISTS BEWARE!
SCAMMERS ALERT!

On 18th May 2021, we posted a statement on our Facebook page alerting all of our readers about fake
promotion companies trying to scam smaller artists in the industry.
We were initially made aware of these scammers when we were scrolling through Twitter and came across
a bands Tweet, they go by the name theIDKs. They had been contacted by a fraudster “company” called
ForcePromoAgency who was trying to get the band to buy one of their promo packages to get them
streams on platforms such as Spotify and social media followings.
At first glance, when viewing this “companies” website they seem legit. Claiming to be partners with the
likes of Sony Music, UMG, Capital Records and many more. Luckily, theIDKs knew immediately that what
was being offered to them was a complete scam, so they declined the offer by saying “We find people like
you despicable please do not message us again” to which the fraudster company responded with abuse
and tried to put the band down for declining the offer.
*We have been in contact with Sony Music & UMG alerting them that their companies are being used to
promote scams, we have only heard from Sony Music so far who are working with their legal team*
This is an immediate sign that you are not dealing with a professional or legit company. If a legitimate
company reached out to you, their response would not come with abusive language. In addition to this, if
you are contacted by a “company” asking if you’d like to buy one of their packages to receive “real fans”
listening to your music or “real followers” on social media, it is most likely a scam and you should not
send over any money at all. Even if the company was legit, we at Rock Lifestyle UK recommend never
paying for packages that claim to get you streams or followers. Unfortunately, what you’ll receive is thousands of automated bots pressing the play button on your music and the same with your follow buttons.
This will make you believe you are getting your money’s worth and gaining real fans, but in reality, you’re
not.
We spoke to theIDK’s and this is what they said about it all:
“Yeah agreed, fake promotional companies are the scum of the earth. They leach off of bands who just
pursue their passion and don’t know how to promote themselves. They are con-artists and have no place
in this industry. I believe social media and music apps e.g YouTube, Spotify, Soundcloud and Apple Music
should be doing more to protect bands without legal aid, that are in the grassroots stage. These
“companies” are easily manipulating their apps and helping no one. Using bots to provide fake reviews
and streams.
The issue with this is these bands will play a show where no one will turn up. I’d rather have 3 die-hard
fans than a million bots because their value is nothing. You need to organically grow to invest in your fans
and they will invest in you. They are everything to us. They allow us to do what we love and we want to
repay them as much as we can. That’s what we are about. Our songs are to provide joy, happiness and
excitement into their lives and enrich and fulfil them, even if it is only for 5 minutes.”

THE 7 STEPS
1.) Never pay for streams or social media followers.
2.) Look for free promotional services (that have no hidden costs).
3.) Look for reputable PR Agencies.
(Reach out to other artists in the industry, even if they have a larger following. Feel free to contact us, we’re more than happy to help!)
4.) Look out for words like “Receive real fans, Real followers, Real Streams,
Legitimate, Genuine” because a legitimate company wouldn’t need to say
these things.
5.) Do not fall for scam messages on social media or email. Most artists
receive messages from media pages claiming to promote your music for a
“small fee” or even sometimes for free and make their profiles look legit.
The majority of these pages are scammers and will use your money &
images to promote their fraudulent services.
6.) Grow organically. Growing your audience without paying for views or
followers is so important. Anyone that follows your social media and listens
to your music without you paying a penny, is a loyal fan and will remain so.
7.) NEVER pay for reviews! If you pay for a review for your music, the likelihood is the review will not be honest and will give you a glowing review so
you come back and spend even more money with them. As much as a good
review is good for your reputation, honest reviews give you feedback that
will help you grow as an artist. If you have glowing reviews for everything
you do, you won’t know what you need to work on to gain real fans.
We know sometimes you need to spend money to get your name out there.
However, it is so important that you do so wisely and with companies that
have a good reputation. Some PR Agencies do charge and if they do, make
sure to speak to other artists (or even us) to make sure they’re a company
you should be working with.
If you have any questions or if you think you might’ve been scammed,
please get in touch. We will do what we can to help you out!

We at Rock Lifestyle UK work with many reputable PR Agencies, Record Labels and Music Management
companies. If you are new to the industry, or even if you have been involved for quite a while and would
like to know who you can trust, please feel free to get in touch. Alternatively, you can visit our website
and visit our ‘Partnerships’ page. All of our partners have been verified & work with a lot of the bands that
we feature in both our magazine & website, some even work with the likes of Kerrang!. If it’s a review or
you’re simply wanting to promote yourselves, feel free to contact us. We promote artists for free, it’s our
passion!
So, please make sure that when you’re wanting to get your band heard, never pay to get streams or
followers. Always do your research and even make sure to reach out to some larger bands, they may be
able to point you in the right direction. Make sure to stay safe!
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FEATURED PARTNERS

Free Artist Promotion
Website Management
Merchandising
Digital Magazine
Design Hire
Contact Us: RockLifestyleUK@gmail.com
Website: www.RockLifestyle.co.uk
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NEW RELEASES

THE HELLFREAKS
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Melodic Death Metal Act, Beyond Your Emerging Essex Quartet, COLLECTED, dropped their brand new single, Love With Fury, on 4th June 2021.
By absorbing their diverse backgrounds and influences, COLLECTED have honed in on a unique sound that is truly
Design, released their latest single
their own. The foursome has a common thread and the willingness to explore themes of the highest and lowest
‘Into Oblivion’ on 27th May 2021.
aspects of the human condition, whilst also highlighting the importance of self-expression and individual differences.
That’s what we’ve been told anyway, and to be honest, we are in complete agreement.
Beyond Your Design have been
working non-stop over the last year or
COLLECTED really have developed
so. They only released their latest EP
their own unique sound, and that’s
‘Together We Rise’ earlier this year on
not just us going “they sound
4th March 2021. The release itself was
different to the rest”, no they
a big success for the band, now
really do sound like nothing you’ve
they’re back to kick-ass once more!
heard before. It’s difficult to
explain.
BYD is a band that we have been
following for quite a while, and we
The sound is heavy, the vocals are
cannot believe how far they have
loud but it’s not your usual metal
come as a band and how much their
with pulsating drums & bass
music has developed.
throughout, it’s all in different
segments but it works so well.
Into Oblivion has just become our
favourite track from BYD, and that’s
Despite being very different
saying something because the
compared to other artists in the
Together We Rise EP is insane!
industry, COLLECTED has pulled off
something truly unique and it could
be the start of a new metal-music
When Parkway Drive said “Snap your neck to this” in their track ‘Bottom Feeder’. I honestly believe they were
evolution.
just talking about Beyond Your Design. Into Oblivion will have you headbanging to the point of injury, and that’s
not a warning that’s a promise. These guys have outdone themselves and they should be extremely proud of how That might sound a bit far fetched to you, but look at what happened with Nu-Metal in the 90s, it exploded into
far they have come as a band. Not many Melodic-Death metal acts get recognised as it’s not everybody’s cup of something huge and without it, we wouldn’t have had bands like Slipknot and KoRn.
tea, but BYD have something special that sets them apart from the rest and it’s only a matter of time before we
see them up on stage with the greats.
Anyways - back to the review. Overall, we enjoyed listening to ‘Love With Fury’ and we were quite taken aback

9/10
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Lobby Language is an Alternative/Hard Rock band
from Nashville, Tennesse and takes inspiration from
the likes of the Foo Fighters, Nirvana, The White
Streams and Queens of the Stone Age.
The band released their debut album ‘Growing Pains’
on May 14th 2021 and is one that will kinda throw you
back in time to old school Foo Fighters, and although
the similarity is there, the band still have their own
unique sound to make them stand out.
‘Growing Pains’ is one of my favourite albums that
I’ve heard this past month, I’ve caught myself
jamming out to it at least 1-2 times a week, and
Lobby Language is quickly becoming one of my
favourite bands.
Overall, if you enjoy bands such as Foo Fighters,
you’ll definitely enjoy listening to Lobby Language.
These guys blew it out of the water with their debut,
all we have to ask is, when is there more coming!?

9/10
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by how different it sounded but how awesome it sounded too. We can only imagine what this band is like live as
they have been described as having an “All Or Nothing” attitude towards live performances.
We’d like to know what you think about this band, let us know by contacting us via our website.
Hailing from Southampton is Artemis who are a
newly formed Alt-Rock foursome.
Since their conception in 2019, these newcomers have released 4 original singles, the
latest being ‘New Waves’ which they dropped
on 21st May 2021.
Guitarist Frankie spoke about the new single:
“New Waves is about a generational up-rising
and standing against the system’s mistakes.
Defying the stigma that is based around the
‘younger generation’ and how a lot of issues
are blamed towards the millennial generation.
Protesting against how our voices are silenced,
as the government and older gens don’t want
to admit their in-capabilities and monstrosities
that they have caused in our society. Believing With Artemis being a fresh act, just coming into the scene,
‘Wars’ and ‘Abuse’ is the way forward when
they do have a way to go, but what they have now is stunning.
it’s our future to live and our decisions to
The music they have released so far is so well put-together
make” - Frankie (Guitarist)
and the lyrics speak volumes. We look forward to what else
Artemis have to offer in what we hope is the very near future.
And if you enjoy the likes of No Doubt, Altermis is the band for
you.

8/10
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On Thursday 27th May 2021, the British-American Rock
Act, As It Is, released a brand new single titled ‘IDGAF’
via Fearless Records.

IDGAF is a stunning track and shows that As It Is are not
going to be stopping anytime soon, no matter how many
hurdles are thrown at them.

The new single is the bands first release since long-time
band member, Benjamin Langford-Biss and drummer
Patrick Foley left the group. The band went on an 11
date European farewell tour for Benjamin but unfortunately, Patrick left during the pandemic to pursue his
new career as a firefighter.

In our opinion, this track is all about battling depression.
“Close my eyes and cross my fingers I don’t wake up,
cause I really don’t wanna die but I really don’t give a
fuck” it’s telling a story of someone who wants to live
their life but also feels as if they wouldn’t be bothered
if they didn’t make it through the night.

As It Is are always changing in terms of musical styles.
For example, in 2016 they released ‘Never Happy, Ever
After’ which featured tracks such as Speak Soft which is
very much more of a pop-punk vibe. Fast forward to
2018 with the release of The Great Depression album,
we heard the band stick with some parts of their poppunk roots but they went down a slightly heavier root for
this album. Now, we’re in 2021 and we now see the band
merging those two styles to create something truly
amazing. And uh - has Patty had a haircut? Looking like a
younger Brendon Urie?

The lyrics are strong and amplify what a lot of people
battle with when it comes to mental health, especially
with depression and anxiety. During the COVID-19
Pandemic, lots of people have spent time on their own,
without friends or family which means things like depression & anxiety have increased.
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This song represents what a lot of people are going
through right now and what many people have been
going through for years and it is something that needs to
be spoken about even more. As It Is are a band that
speaks about mental health quite frequently with their
music, showing they’re here as a family, not just a band
to support their fan base.

The song itself took me back quite a few years, back to
my secondary school days, listening to the likes of MCR,
Green Day & Falling In Reverse. Although it took me
back, As It is are still a breath of fresh air, always10/10
bringing something new to the table alongside acts such as
Neck Deep.
Overall, you can probably guess we are already huge
fans of As It Is, and you couldn’t be more correct. So,
although we may be a little biased, if you haven’t heard
As It Is before IDGAF is a single that you should check
out, you might even get hooked just as quickly as we
did.
We look forward to whatever comes next from As It Is.
Could we be getting a new album? We hope so!

10/10
NEW RELEASES
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UPCOMING RELEASES
ARTIST: NO:IR
DEBUT EP: ARE WE REALLY ALIVE?
OUT: 18/06/2021

ARTIST: BUCKCHERRY
ALBUM: HELLBOUND
OUT: 25/06/2021 (ROUND HILL/EARACHE)

ARTIST: TRITON DEVS
ALBUM: STAY ALIVE
OUT: 18/06/2021

ARTIST: LONG SHADOWS DAWN
ALBUM: ISLE OF WRATH
OUT: 06/08/2021 (FRONTIERS RECORDS)

ARTIST: BLACK VEIL BRIDES
ALBUM: THE PHANTOM TOMORROW
OUT: 04/06/2021 (SUMERIAN RECORDS)

ARTIST: INTERNAL CONFLICT
ALBUM/EP: A P O R I A
OUT: 9/07/2021 (PHD)
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ARTIST: EDGE OF PARADISE
SINGLE: DIGITAL PARADISE
OUT: 14/06/2021

ARTIST: BEARTOOTH
ALBUM: BELOW
OUT: 25/06/2021 (RED BULL)
UPCOMING RELEASES
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EVENTS

LIVE EVENTS

Free Artist Promotion
Website Design & Management
Design Hire (Artwork)
Merchandising
Digital Magazine
Contact us today at RockLifestyleUK@gmail.com to enquire about our services.
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